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iscussions ofcolour photography and its earned and appropriate con-

sideration as a serious art form were taking place in the US in the

mid-'7Os. No Ionger identified as only a commercial medium, itwas

challenging black-and-white film in the critical conversation about

photography's role in constnrcting meaninS. In Canada, particularly

in Vancouver, this conversation didn't begin in eamest until the mid-'8Os' But

for photographer Fred Hezog, the discussion about content and meaning started

with his colour work more than 30 years earlier. Bom in Germany in 1930, he

was a young man when he immigrated to Canada, arriving in Toronto in 7952

and moving to Vancouver the following year.

There is a solid assembly of noted photographers who work in colour, who could

be Herzog's colleagues in subject and, even, to some extent in style. AII are

Americans. Helen Levitt chose the street as a location for her work, and like

Herzog's, the neighbourhoods she selected were poorer ones, where the street

was inhabited as an active social site. The colour work of Levitt that comes first

to mind was done in the '70s. Joel Meyerowitz was also engaged by the activity of

the street and he too introduced colour into his work in the early'70s. Stephen

Shore set out on a road trip at the same time, documenting in colour what he

saw as he travelled, influencing many photographers who followed with his

significant bo oklJncommon Places, published in 1982. By then Fred Herz og had

been working with colour for 30 years.
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From the outset, his work pushed the limits
of technology. Using Kodachrome 1, rvhich he

described as having an rso speed of 10, when today's
photographers use an rso speed ofup to 100,000, he

shot in Vancouver's grey Iight, or at night, his cam-
era handheld. He credits good luck for the startling
clarity and intensity of the resulting images, but it's
only luck in combination with technical acuity, the
content of the image and his willingness to take
risks. In photography, Herzog says-and this is the
tvonderful thing about photography-there are no
rules for doing it right.

The content of many of Herzog's photographs
reflect his sustained values. His concern for
social justice is evident in his gentle depiction of
the people his eye selects-a little down at heel, a

bit worn and short on luck, but persevering. The

photographs of buildings show the same regard,

and their worn paint, curling shingles and nicked
cornices are ennobled in his catching them in a

gilded shaft of sunlight or softened by rainfall.
At the same time, Herzog is a close adherent of
photorealism and war1, of formalism that would
ameliorate, in its aestheticization, what should be

seen in full light. It's what he refers to as "turning
nastiness into beauty" and "taking the guts out of
what really should hurt."

Where Fred Herzog doesn't mind refracting
the image and confusing readings iust a little is

in his confessed obsession with windows-what
we see through them and what they give back.

As frames, they're an unparalleled device. Two
photos, one inside, one outside: Main Barber

and Main Barber front Sidewnlk, both from 1968.

1 Watedrunl Flanetr,1959, int iet

print,20 r 301'

2 lly Roon, Haryood Slrcel.1950,inl
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the photograph. We read "Main Barber Shop" in
reverse, the white lettering shadowed by red and
somewhat yellowed by the light it filters. A man has

walked past and we see him from behind, in his grey

suit. The light through the window is slant on the
"Schwitters" wall and casts back on the window a

faint reflection of its content, so you see the curled

calendar page there, wondering what it is before
you notice it on the calendar itself . Main Barber

ftom Sitlewalk is a smaller space although the view
of the interior is deeper, and we see a large mirror,
in this case not a reflective surface, with all the
bottles of tonic and dressings lined neatly in front.

The window lettering is brighter from this side, as

are the denotative stripes along the window's lower

borders. The exterior paint below the windows is

Florida pink, discoloured and flaking off. Seen from

the street, the slant wedge of light that was visible

inside is higher on the wall now, and there are other

differences the window has instigated. On it is a

reflection of the small striped barber's flag set per-

pendicular to the top ofthe window glass and the

word "Shop" is amplified and projected as a shadow

across thewall of pinned pictures. None of this was

visible inside. As Herzog says in the interview that
follows, "any reflection has pertinence."
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There is a quiet theafticality in Herzog's work and

in many photographs a sense of immanence' While

not narrative by intent, they assume a quality of an

intimate small drama about to unfold, or having

lust taken place in our absence. He says he sees the

street as a stage set, and even when empty of actors,

it is prepared for an action that may begin soon'

In the photograph, 14/ild Animal' 1960, Herzog was

set dresser awaiting the play's beginning' He said

he saw the poster and knew that, as engaging as

it was, alone it lvasn't sufficient' so he rvaited for

the action-the Baunt, bearded man in dark cloth-

ing-to enter the frame before he took the picture'

Timing and patience, and the perfect figure lvho

walks into the frame. Herzog's assessment: "l say

those moments fit like the fist fits the eye'"

Fred Herzog's very fine observations and sen-

sibility are evident inside his camera and outside

it as well. Mon tvith Bandage, 1968, which is also

the cover image on his newest book, Frecl Herzog

Photographs, published by Hatie Cantz, is such an

example. In the early morning Iight a man stands

on a downtown sidewalk. He is in the foreground of

the photo, squinting into the sun, one arm raised'

likely hailing a taxi. The other arm is bandaged-

wrist and hand. A cigarette is held casually behveen

first and second fingers of this hand' He is slender'

wears nicely fitting grey ffousers with a black leather

belt and a clean white undershirt, Very white in the

morning light, as white as the piece of tissr're he has

affixed to his bleeding chin, nicked probably while

shaving with his bandaged hand' Behind him is an

old woman with a wooden cane hooked over her

arm. She, too, is nicely dressed in a black coat, walk-

ing shoes, a rvhite hat with a brim piped in brown

to match her very good, well-used alligator bag' She

holds white cotton gloves. The man with his various

wounds has clearly come to her attention' About

this wonderfui, full photograph Fred Herzog says'

"ln Germany you would never see a single man like

that, elegant, relaxed, and at the same time com-

pletely negligent of good behaviour'"

This is such fine observation and, as I said, both

with and without the camera. It speaks to Herzog's

own elegance, which is clear in his often-stated

admiration for the Swiss-American photographer

Robert Frank' Herzog says, "Robert Frank is some-

one I look up to to. He has remained inimitable'

Nobody has as yet equalled his fluid, elegant way

of capturing the moment." Here Herzog is speak-

ing not just about timing or the resulting splendid

image but about sensibility as well'

We acknowledge the rigorous technical demands

necessary to make a good photograph, in whatever

myriad ways good is measured. And then we give

over to our basic desire for lvonder' Fred Herzog

talks about magic as a key element and something

to which he happily accedes. He says, "A photograph

in a photograph assumes a magical meaning' It is

a wonderful device'.'in Main Barber you see these

people rvith their haircuts tacked to the wall with-

out those pictures that wouldn't be a photograph'

When I see something like that I immediately pay

attention."
This auratic and referential quality is magic and

it's at photography's essence aud core'

The following intervietv tvas recorclecl on July 11,

2011.

BoRDER cRossINGs: Was the work you rvere doing

in Toronto when you first emigrated primarily

street photograPhY?

FRED HERzoG: It was already people photography,

not so much street photograpl'ry. It was outdoors,

and I think I might have had a secret wish to shorry

people back home that Canada was not a dull

place. When I came to Canada in 1952 it was a

bit of a challenge' I was shocked by Toronto and

by Yonge Street, with telegraph poles and mucky

little shops selling two suits for 535' That was a

different approach to consumerism than we had

in Germany. Germans are a bit like the Scots; thel'

are frugal and try to be smart, and by being too

frugal and too smart they step into the wrong pies'

You said the reason you found Toronto so unat-

tractive was that you hadn't figured out how to

make the unattractive beautiftrl' Once you moved

to Vancouver did you findawayto makethe detri-

tus of the street somehow more attractive?

Not willfully, but you learn from your own pictures'

As I looked at them I would say, that is a beautiful

picture but it shows a nasty part of town' And I

had this added impulse to show that Vancouver is a

place that had, above all, vitality and human inter-

est, and it did, to a greater measure than any city

in Germany. German cities are orderly and clean'

In Germany it is in bad taste to buy something sec-

ond hand, so rve did not have second-hand shops'

Even after the war when people desperately needed

things, there were street markets where you could

buy shoes and stuff, but the country did not have

the concept of the second-hand store as we have

here in Canada. The contents of these shops are

in the American idiom-microcosms of American

culture: the trumpet, guitar, fishing tackle, cam-

eras, guns and the horse with a clock in its belly'

Did Vancouver seem different from anyrvhere

you'd ever been?

Vancouver was a beautiful place, especially in the

1950s. Itwas avery appropriate seaside city, a place

ivith a harbour with international ships coming

in. Mv first job n'as rvorking on a freighter going

8rfle feade[ 1970, irk iet Prinl.

20 t 21 13:
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to Alaska, which I got the day after I arrived in

Vancouver.

One of thethings thatstrikes me aboutyourwork
is that there is rarely an image that doesn't have at

the very least evidence ofhuman beings, a parked

car or something, but more often than not actual

humans. So in Foot of Main,1968, you'll situate

a young couple walking along an isolated street

scene. Was that deliberate?

It rl'as very deliberate. I remember I had a friend

from Berlin, and we were members of the Lions

Gate Camera Club, a group whose members took

pictttres oflandscapes and fall scenery and sunsets

and swans and babies, but we showed these gritty

street pictures. We felt we had to show them that

photoglaphy is about humanity as a form of real-

ism, rather thau something you set up in a studio

with 16 lamps and a flash. It has to be taken from

life. I rvasn't the first photographer to do that kind

of photography. In black-and-lvhite, it has been

done very well in the us by people like Paul Strand

and Walker Evans, but it was my impulse to do it
in colour.

I rvant to talk about where your rvork fits into the

history of colour photography. Thete lvere pho-

'tographers rvho had rvorked before you, people

like Ernst Haas, who was Auskian-born and came

to North America justthe year before you. He sarv

colour as a way of re-making a world fragmented

by the Second World War.

i saw his impressionistic photographs of bullfights

and recognized it was a fantastic innovation. I went

to the MoMA in the mid-'60s and they had some of

his pictures on the rvall, including the abstracts of a

rag lying on the floor. But there were thousands of
photographers who took very good colour pictures

before I did, but most of them lt'ere in the form of

travel photos. Just look at Notiornl Geographic.In

those days, the photographs were taken from life,

and now every single picture in the magazine looks

constructed. Carefully posed and everybody signs

a release before you use them Then they are told

you sit here, and you smoke and you pick your toes'

It's a good magazine and I'm getting it again for

its scientific content, but the travel pictures are all

constructed.

What about Inge Morath? Cartier-Bresson, rvho

rvas her mentor, was decidedly hostile towards

colour, butthroughout her career she took colour

pictures along with black-and-white work.

I kuerv about her but salv her black-and-white

rvork, which nlight have had more to do with what

rvas published. There was also Paul Caponigro rvho

did storefronts in colour that were well taken and

rvidely seen. Everybody who had a name in photog-

raphy did some experimenting. Let me first say that

the most important of the early photographers was

Saul Leiter. He has been described as lyrical, and I

like that rvord in relation to what he does. There's a

very positive content in that-a lyrical picture that

shows iust an arm, a shoe or a part of a sign allows

your intellect to compiete what l.re has shown you'

Marshall McLuhan said that the unsharp rv image

invites viewer participation. A frtzzy picture gets

completed in the viewer's mind. I'm a bit weak

on that; sometimes I think my pictures are almost

blunt. It's as ifl spoke to people who have bad hear-

ing or poor eyes, whereas Leiter spoke to a more

knowledgeable audience.

Do you sense that he had the advantage ofhaving

lived and rvorked primarily in New York? Were

you isolated because you rvere in Vancouver?

There is no doubt. In Vancouver there rvere

maybe six or eight venttes where I could get good

pictures; in Nerv York that would have been mul-

tiplied by 100. It rvas very rich in certain parts'

I've been to Nerv York only twice in my iife, but

I lvas amazed hou'much there r.t'ere small towns

inside a big tor'r'n.

When Leiter had his retrospective in Paris he

was 84 years old and he talked about "the great

When you shoot a picture in half a second' accidents

play a very large role. But windows have always been

an obsession of mine because they give you two

things: what's in the window and what's outside'
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privilege of being ignoxed'" It occurs to me in

some ways You, too, were ignored.

I think that is a good way to describe it. To begin

with, I never wanted to be famous. Being rvell

known now I have to struggle to find time to be

myself. I don't accept social invitations unless they

are totally unavoidable. I have a great time going

out with close friends in Vancouver, and the city is

still filled with wonderful things. Fortunately, I'm

good enough on my feet that I can still do that' But

my wife is even less enamoured of the fame' We eat

better food and we can buy the things we need, so

it's good, but on the other hand we both like our

private life and our old friends better than our new

friends. It's unfortunate that I may not share the

current interests of popular culture. I am a photog-

rapher and I enjoy speaking about the philosophy

ofphotography. I have friends in Vancouver I can

talk to. But I prefer to paint myself grey because you

don't want to be seen with your camera' I shoot

from the hip and look like a tourist' I wear my

German sandals and slightly lumpy clothes' My

wife always says is that the best you can do today?

But I like it that way. I photograph wildlife, too' It

has always been a passion. Butterflies and birds-

anything that flies and swims. I have pictures of

many species of dragonflies; I get them in flight,

which is not easy.

attention to the need for a quick eye and quick

reflexes.

There is a component of luck, but he did see it
and he shot it. Very often when you look at your

pictures you find the lucky accident that you didn't

notice rvhen you took the picture. There are so

many things you have to watch and think of.

Were youawate whenyouwere shootingin colour

that it was viewed by serious photographers as

less important because of its associations with

commercial and fashion work?

I completely ignored all those aspects. I rvas inter-

ested in photographing things in colour and my

first pictures were taken on Kodachrome 1, which

has an rso speed of 10. Can you imagine taking

pictures with Iso 10? Now people use an Iso of

up to 100,000. With Iso 10 you could practically

only take pictures in sunlight, but I shot pictures

with it on rainy days, and even at night. I was also

shooting handheld. They were at the limit of what

could be done and that's where luck combines with

talent. But pictures are about content; they are not

about execution.

Butyou musthave had a very steadyhand as well?

I had a steady hand and you had to know about

the devices, like Ieaning against a post, or bracing

the camera against your chin. But above all you

have to take a chance. When I taught photography

in the late '60s and early'70s I would say that on

each roll you should take some bad pictures. Take

pictures disregarding the rules and all the strategies

you know, but take a risk.

Saul Leiter used to buy film that was past its expi-

ration date because he liked to be surprised at

the weird accidents that could happen. I guess

photographers have a tendency to court disaster

because it can give you interesting results'

I didn't have to court disaster because it came on

its orvn. When they developed Kodachrome, all

kinds of funny colour came out: the worst ones

were pink and green. Nowadays you can use the

computer to erase those bad colours. I don't know

why I kept them, but norv I can digitize and correct

the ones that are technically not good. When you

correct a bad picture, you don't want to overstep

the point of what is normal. You have to make it
look like typical Kodachrome. You don't change

the red. Kodachrome had only one red; now you

could introduce 10 different tones' The trick is to

only use the Kodachrome red so that the pictures

are honestly depicting honr it used to look when

it was correctly developed' Unfortunately, it was

often not correctly developed and had a colour

bias in some emulsions. There were times when

RichardAvedon said thatin his famous 1981 shot

of Nastassja Kinskiwearing only a snake, the rea-

sonhe was quickenough to getthe snake's tongue

just flicking into her ear was because he had shot

tins off a fence as a child in upstate New York' I

thinkthatmaybe an apocryphal storybutitdraws
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it gave me so much distress that I thought to hell

with this, and I shot black-and-white for a few

months and took no colour pictures at all. I have

, shot 30,000 black-and-white negatives in my life-

time. The wonderful thing about photography is

that there are no rules for doing it dght, there are

only bad suggestions.

You say your present style of stueet photography

was formed in the spring of 7957 "with a bang."

Was it a particular image that made the noise?

No. This sounds like a clichd from the Leica people,

but in those days Leica M3 was the camera you

used if you were aiming at good quality. I had the

Leica vr3 with a normal and a telephoto lens-l
didn't have a wide-angle lens for the first three or

four years and it was a big omission. In any case,

I had the confidence that I could take anything,

and when I walked the street I did the street pic-

tures. I don't call it street photography; I call it
photoreaiism.

Did you have a methodology when you went out

or were you just a kind of flaneur on the lookout

for pictures?

I oriented myselfby pictures I saw in Popular Pho-

tography, Modern Photography and Camera 35,

which was by far the best magazine. I enioyed the

magazines because I wanted to know about new

products and I wanted to know what other people

rvere doing. You are always influenced by what you

see, whether in Life or Lo ok or National G eo gr aphic.

It impresses on you how a picture has to look. You

don't have to study it, you don't have to learn it,

you iust take a camera and for some reason your

hands point the camera in the right direction' I

simply wanted to show the dynamic of the picture'

Ifthere were people, they had to look a certain way,

they had to look in a certain direction, they had

to be at a certain distance and, above all, I had to

study their body language and take the picture at

the point where I felt I was capturing that body lan-

guage. I was somewhat lucky with that, or maybe I

had fast reflexes. There were not any specific pho-

tographers that I looked at. I would unconsciously

embed in my mind the good pictures that I saw' In

the mid-'50s I already knew exactly how to develop

film and I knew exactly how optics worked. I knew

all this because of the medical photography I did'

You had to know technique to the point where you

could ignore it so as to give undivided attention to

content. If you have technique and content, and

if you have photorealism, then it comes together'

I continue taking pictures to this day. Sixty years

later I'm still out there taking pictures.

Let's talk about the revolution that The Am ericans

caused in your life. When did you first come

across Robert Frank's seminal work?

Frank was not in the camera magazines I read,

so I didn't know about him until 1960 or 7961' I

found a volumeof The Americans in the Vancouver

Library. It was very worn and tattered, so obviously

a lot of people had borrowed it and looked at it' I
took that book home with me and I literally saw

the light. That guy is so good that it is not a surprise

that he is called the most important photographer

of the last century in America. But Frank did not

influence my best pictures. My best pictures were

taken between 7957 and 1960, and for some reason

| iler Ponliac, 1951, ial ial Otilt,

l9 25 x 30:

2. Wild Atinel, 1960, ifi iel Wial

?0r245:



I had it right from day one. I knew what I wanted,

I knew how I wanted it, and I knew how to get it'

But Robert Frank is somebody I look up to. He has

remained inimitable. Nobody has as yet equalled

his fluid, elegant way of capturing the moment'

Chinese New Year, Vancouver,1964, reminds me

of the cover image on lheAmsricans where people

are going by in the trolley car. The composition

and the way the picture is compartnentalized is

similar to what occurs in your photograph.

Yes, that's an interesting picture because it is two

pictures side by side' I had a lens with which I could

shoot across the street and took two pictures, first

on the left and then on the right, handheld, but

closely enough composed that I could meld the rwo

pictures together. I had filed the pictures in two

different areas, the left one was found one year and

the right one was found another year, and it was

around 2OO5 that I realized they belonged together'

They are a panorama and together they made my

biggest print.

There is a photograph taken in Halifax in 7969

that looks like you have ioined two photographs

together. The dividing line of the buildings makes

it took like it was done in two parts.

I'm glad you like that photograph, but unfortunate-

ly, it is not very good quality. I used Agfa film on

that occasion. But I, too, like that picture because

of the unusual angularity to the building and also

because of the point of view: you have the build-

ing, you have the cars in the backyard, and then

you have the people in the street. It's certainly an

unorthodox way of showing that a city is beautiful

or interesting.

You say that photographs are about content, so

I want to get at the importance of composition

in adding to that content. I'm thinking of Three

Radios, 1982, in whichthethree radiosinthe fore-

ground are duplicated in the three, stacked build-

ings inthebackground. You setup thisvisual echo.

I fussed with that one because when there are no

people around you can take your time. It was still
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handheld, but I always say if you have something

static there is no excuse for it being technically

bad. I once remarked to a friend, "lf I had had a

4 x 5 camera I would have better pictures," and

he said, "No you wouldn't, you wouldn't have

the pictures, period." And that's absolutely true

because I had only so much time to take those'

I shot on weekends or in the evening, whereas

other photographers were able to take pictures

all day long.

Tell me about the picture you take outside your

rvindow called My Room, Harwood Street,7958'

Interestingly, it reminds me of the photograph

inThe Americans that Robert Frank takes out his

window in Butte, Montana.
I certainly hadn't seen Frank's picture at the time I

took mine. I saw the stil1 life where I was, I saw the

light behind and the berries in the tree, and it was

a picture. The funny thing is, I only took a single

picture. If I did that now, I'd shoot half a dozen' In

those days almost all my best pictures were taken

oniy once. Either you had it or you didn't'

Did you know if You got it?

I didn't always know, but I had the confidence that

I got it. When I realize now how easily you could get

' "un-sharpness," it was actually astonishing how

often I did it right. But you don't see the hundreds

of pictures I threw away. I didn't overshoot' There

were some things, mostly still situations, where I

took four pictures at slightly different angles 'r'Vhen

you have a person at the peak moment you have to

take the picture within the first half second' Man

tuith Banclage,1968, is typical. When I saw the man

in the foreground and the woman behind him, I

knew I would have to push the trigger right then or

I wouldn't get it. Once they see you, you will never

get it again. I had borrowed a 28 mm lens that day

because I didn't own one and that was one of the

first pictures I took with it. But that picture could

only be made in the us or Canada. In Germany

you would never see a single man like that, elegant'

relaxed, and at the same time completely negligent

of good behaviour.

Flaneur Granille, 198O, shows a man wearing an

elegant hat standing in the doorway of a build-

ing, and he's holding a cigarette holder' I think of

flaneut as more a European naming than a North

American one.

That lvas impressed upon me when we made the

shorv at the Vancouver Art Gallery. Flaneur comes

frour Walter Beniamin, and we used the word in

Germany to describe going for a r'valk' So I knew

the word but I had not attached it to photography'

When I realized that Beniamin could have used it

to apply street photography, we decided to include

that photograPh in the book.

Then you've got another flaneur in the photo-

graph titled Wa terfrontFlaneur, 7959 , who could

be a dockworker standing on abridge overlooking

the Pacific Ocean.

Yes, it's a totally different kind of flaneurship' But

what interested me about him is that he must have

decided, "Today, I'm going to hit the town," so he

got up in the morning and put on a decent iacket

and a nice caP.

I want to talk about the beautiful woman in

Bargain Shop, 7962. What is she bargaining for

in that window?

She wanted the guy going by to come into her

boudoir. I honestly don't know who she was but

1. nohson sl,195I, iDk iet Print,
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she waved to that man. There is a very interesting
component of the body language that I have to
explain. In England, Germany and Canada when
we want somebody to come in, rre wave with the
hand pointing up. In Spain you point the hand
down, which she is doing, so she must have been

Spanish or Mexican.

But you get the photograph just at the moment
when their eyes have made contact.
Yes. I want to add that in all these photographs
where I show people in slightly compromising situ-
ations, they have to be at least 35 years old before
I use them.

I'm intrigued by the interplay between design and
chance. InPender Stteet, Chinatown,1959, we see

a smarfly dressedblackman andhis young daugh-
ter out walking their dog. You get her reflection
in the window and both the father and his shad-
ow, so you have that pair of doubles, and then in
the window of the shop, the Chinese stafues get

doubled. The photograph ends up being a study
of doubleness.

I saw them coming and I positioned myself by
taking two or three steps backward so that I was

ready to take the picture when the man was strid-
ing out. That coincided witl.r his shadow falling on

the shop. But I didn't see that I had the little girl's
reflection in the windolv. Let's face it, rvhen you
shoot a picture in half a second, accidents play
a very large role. But wir-rdows have alrvays been
an obsession of mine because they give you trvo
things: rvhat's in the window and what's outside.

I like the image where the vacuum cleaner in the
rvindorv looks as if it's being towed by the reflec-
tion of the Volkswagen van on the other side of
the street.
That's my Volkswagen van. When I shoot rvith
something in the window I'm pretty arvare that
what's reflected has to harmonize, or fit, or con-
tradict what I'm photographing. The funny thing is
that any reflection has pertinence tvhether it con-
taminates or contradicts or harmonizes. Mar-ry of
the pictures I take are deliberately not lvell com-
posed. The master of the casual composition is

William Eggleston. It sometimes looks like he has

carefully planned the picture and tl'ren he kicked
the tripod. His motto seems to be "perfect is the
enemy of good."

The one time in your rvork when I think of
Eggleston is in Isabella & Quilt, 2000. What fas-
cinates me is that in The Americans there is also a
covered car.
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Well, there are only so many things that are suited
for pictures. What I'm saying is that I have lots of
pictures ofcovered cars. You can't help it, and there
are times when it is so startling that you have to
take a picture. But I've never gone out and taken
a picture that I saw somebody take before me. You
carry things around in your head unconsciously.
I have millions of pictures in my head. In Ger-
many I had some photo magazines that I treasured
because I couldn't afford to buy them. Someone
had given them to me and in one there was a beau-
tiful woman, shot from behind, showering in a

bathtub. When you see the beauty of her body and
the grace of her leg, you don't have to go any fur-
ther. I remember that picture.

When you're wandering the street and you see

that pair of orange cars, or the white cars shot
from above in Monkeal, you mustbe pleased with
the serendipity ofthe encounter.
Absolutely. These are the delights of walking
the streets. And you wouldn't believe how often
that happens. I went out with two guys three
weeks ago, and we walked a back lane from Main
Street to Fraser and were constantly expressing
our delight at what we found. We photographed
the same things, but we all wound up with differ-
ent pictures. We felt high from the unconscious
arrangements that owners of cars and gardens

had made. It's amazing, though, that there
are some things you see that nobody else sees.

I've gone out with people who were so puzzled

by what I photographed that they literally got
angry, The funny thing is that somebody bought
at auction one of my "Walk with Fred" prints
for S10,000 dollars. So when Henri Robideau
phones me now he says, "Are you ready for one
of those S10,000 walksT"

In News Shop from 1960 there is a Sunbather mag-
azine in the window that has a lovely nude on the
cover. Yours is a colour photograph, but she was
shot in black-and-white.
One of the things I learned very early is that a pho-
tograph in a photograph assumes magical mean-
ing. It's a wonderful device. Like in the photograph
Main Barber, you see these people with their hair-
cuts tacked to the wall; without those pictures that
wouldn't be a photograph. When I see something
like that I immediately pay attention.

What about the photographer in the photo-
graph. You take a picture ofthe four world lead-
ers, Roosevelt, Stalin, Churchill and Chiang Kai-
Shek in 7977, and, your shadow falls in the fore-
ground. In that one one image, you become Lee

Friedlander.

That was a lovely discovery. I walked by and I saw

that green staircase, and then I saw these four
pictures. It gives you a lift to find something that
good. I recently gave a lecture at Emily Carr and I
talked about style. What I said was style is you and

lf I hadn't been a photographer I would probably br

writing. But because I am a photographer, I find th
less said the better.

everything you take is your style. That closes the
whole discussion. Everything else is lust artifice or

a project or an experiment.

This question of your style comes through in
Staircase, 1958. It could be an abstract Walker
Evans shot in colour, except that you put in a pair
of legs at the top of the stairs.
That was one of the few times I manipulated a

picture, and I sometimes regret that I put in the

legs. It's gilding the lily. It was a fellow who was

absolutely uninterested in my pictures. He looked

for Camera Club pictures, and when he saw that
staircase he mumbled something and walked off. I

said, "Wait a minute, I need you to go right to the
top of that staircase, don't break a leg, and stand

there." I put him there because it was a necessary

accent in the picture. I've since wondered if it's the
most obvious cheap trick I've ever used.

But it does insist upon a human presence. Paris

C afi, 79 5 9, with all that signage, could be a classic



Walker Evans's abstraction, but you inhabit your

photograph with a person. You rvon't let it be just

an abstract photograph.

Yes. A picture that shows a fitting kind of person

is alrvays more interesting to me than a picture

without. The world is so full of interesting graphics,

and fading and half-torn off posters, that you could

go out in one day and take a hundred good abstracts

of posters, and how the posters talk to each other,

and how their content can be both similar and

dissimilar. Thousands of photographs do just that.

If you took the man out of Old Man Main,7959,
it would be a Jeff Wall photograph.

I stood there and looked at that wall with the colour

panels and thoutht, "l'11 just wait for somebody to

walk in." That's perhaps my most commonly used

device. It's not that I wanted to take a picture there,

but I'm always alert to picture possibilities.

So was Wild Animal, 1969, accident or arrange-

ment? Because that character who comes into
the frame, with the orange flare and his almost
grotesque form, is perfect for what's behind him.
It fits the title doesn't it7 I knew that the poster

alone lryas not going to make a picture, and I

thought somebody is going to walk in there. I am

not a patient person; rvhen I ,'vait, it usually Iasts

for two minutes. With the rvild animal I said simply

that the next guy gets taken and it tvas him. I say

those moments fit like the fist fits the eye. There

may have been someone else before. But a friend

of mine thinks that someone is Iooking out for me.

Mom's Shoes,1969, gives you absolutely compel-

ling but almost distracting visual information. It
is impossible to ignore the little girl in her moth-
er's shoes, but then above her is all that colour.
You don't know where to look.

Again, I was in Halifax and I saw the set, and then

this giri came along with her mom's shoes on. That

is luck. But over a lifetime of picture taking you

need that kind of luck.

The photograph, New Pontiac, 1957, with the

dilapidated homes is one that makes me wonder

whether you're involved in some kind of social

criticism. The fact that an individual would buy

a new car living in those circumstances seems

lncongruous.
I was aware of that and that's why I took the pic-

ture, Here's what it is: a photographer looks for

what is broken or aged or imperfect or overused,

for misdemeanours or possibly crime. In Germany

I could not take pictures like this. I've been back

to Germany twice in 60 years and I find it sterile.

I friend of mine left his old car parked in front of

the place where he stayed and one of the neigh-

bours said, "Can you move that car? It's defacing

the neighbourhood." German towns are so perfect

that the kind of scene I'm looking for simply does

not exist. lt has to be Canada. So when I had the

show in Berlin it was very popular because people

could not imagine that that kind of Canada exists.

There is a wide difference between Morr's Shoes

with its vibrant colour and a picture like Bible

Reader,1970, with its absolute consistency of
tone. It becomes an exercise in the beauty of
close-valued formalism.
That is a dream to find a colour photograph that
doesn't overfill on colour. This is often the problem

with colour photographs. When I gave that presen-

tation at Emily Carr one woman I knew said, "Fred,

you always seem to find some red," and I said, "Yes,

I find red but I don't look for it. It's part ofthe city.

The mailbox is red but I don't paint it that colour."

' Baryain Shop, 1962, ink jel
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When did you first become aware of Walker
Evans?

Around 1963 or 64 I was in Seattle at a meeting of
medical photographers and we went to the home of
one ofthe photographers, who had been a student

of Ansel Adams. He had this Walker Evans book

and it blew me away. I thought, he's working in the

'30s and look at the pictures he got with this ter-

rible equipment, this big camera. His best pictures

are the ones on his self-assignments: the American

towns and what's in between, the landscapes, and

the bridge with the town behind and the pile of
sand with the garage. The best one is the steel plant

with the graveyard in the foreground. Boy, could

this guy take pictures.

I want to pick up on the sense of wry political
commentary in your photographs. I'm think-
ing of the image of John Diefenbaker with a "For

Sale" sign next to him in the store window'
I sawthat from abus. I drove by and said, "Heythat's

a picture." I hardly ever do that, but I noted the loca-

tion and went back with my camera and took that
picture. Of course, you would have to know that I

am interested in social iustice, not because I am a

socialist but simply because we cannot sustain the

environment under these extremes of capitalism. If
. we want to survive, we cannot continue to consume

the way we have in the last 30 to 40 years. We will
simply destroy the planet. I'm not being an evange-

Iist here; you iust have to keep your eyes open and

do the calculation, and you can pretty well put a pen

to the date when it will be all over.

When you do a photograph like Awake,7966,
regardless ofhow you view Chtistian proselytiz-

ing, it is a fine irony that the women holding the
pamphlet are standing directly behind a waste

paper can.

Put it this way: it was irresistible.

Was Gerhard Blume the man who introduced
you to the writing of lohn Dos Passos?

Yes. Not everything Dos Passos wrote, but Manhat-

tanTransfer, which felt to me like a script for my

pictures.

Dos Passos intoduces America to sheam-of-con-
sciousness, but he also used a collage technique
where he includes newspaper clippings and auto-

biographical references.

That came originally from Joyce and, of course,

Alfred Doblin, the author of Berlin Alexanderplatz

who imitated loyce. With Dos Passos the layering

was certainly a take-off on that technique' It is very

difficult when you live in New York and you're a

photographer not to see in those fractions' Every

step you make brings new fragments into your

vision and new meaning. AII the garbage and all

the good stuff, and all the memories and all the

learning that you carry on in your brain constantly

interact with what is outside. That's why I like to go

for walks in the city. I find walking in the country

is different. I do that, too, but it is relaxing, and

you see how wonderful nature is and how birds

are smarter than we are. But when you walk in the

city you are constantly compelled to readiust your

thinking; you have new stimulations, newcontent;

you have everything. That's the way Dos Passos

wrote.

You have thatlovely phrase whereyou sayyou are

"looking for picturesque disorder or ovet-the-

top, nasty disorder."

Yes, you don't consciously look for it, but you have

an eye for it when it occurs.
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One of the things thatthe two photographsyoutake of Bogner's

Grocery,196O, suggested to me was the possibility of a sequen-

tial narrative.
.: I hadn't been a photographer, I would probably be writing'

3ut because I am a photographer, I find the less said the better'

-\t the same time, you need a text, but that's not why I'm doing

::. I'm constantly thinking: how does this come about, how

You understood that if you have a story in mind, then you're

not open to the stories you're going to find?

Absolutely. But I do a Iot of reading. I have thousands of books,

not iust photo books but all kinds of stuff. And it shapes my out-

look. In Canada we tend to be discreet, and if we have opinions

we keep them to ourselves, but above all, I always say' Sive me a

point of view, give me an oPinion.

did I do that? What kind of a person did I have to be to be the

ivay I am? It was obviously because I had a very rough series of

i'ears when I was a teenater and I was literally a victim of cir-

cumstance. Because nobody looked after me and nobody helped

me, I had to develop my own intellectual vision of the world,

rvhich was quite deficient because I am not a very educated

person. That's why Gerhard Blume was so interesting to me'

He knew what other people pretended to know, and he didn't

even study it. Which shows that some things are inherent in

the personality,

You were aware of the photo essays in Life magazine, so there

was a model for taking more than one photograph and estab-

Iishing a narrative frame in that way. But you never gravitated

in that direction.
Towards a conscious narrative, probably not. I try to always stay

open. I wanted to go out and let the rvorld surprise me, so rvhat

I found was the narrative of the day.

The more photography moves towards formalism, the further

it gets from the possibility of making observations about the

nature of the world and how we are damaging it' I guess the

danger of formalist photography is that it abdicates its respon-

sibility to make social commentary.

Well, it turns nastiness into beauty. The formalism isn't ,ust

there in photography but also in much thinking about art and

conceptualism. It lessens the potency of reality' We take the guts

out ofwhat really should hurt. You have to understand that for

over 50 years, and that was my blessing, I did not have to please

anybody. That is another thing I said to the students: when you

make photographs don't try to please anybody other than your-

self. If you are happy with what you take, then somebody else will

like it, too. But ifyou to outto please editors and publishers and

advertising people, you will produce something that is directed

against your own nature and you will be the loser' I


